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The cen tra l goal of development has usually 'been defined in 
terms of growth in Gross Domestic Product and the main methodology 
built around models relating fired capital, savings and growth of 
outputo "Additional” oubgoala - in respect of distribution or 
employment - end methodological variations including some 
attention to factor proportions and structures of production 
have characterised later variants of the standard development idea~ 
logy, including the Second Development Decade Strategy, but 
Gross Domestic Product growth and modem sector capital 
procurement and allocation have remained more central and better 
articulated than other targets or strategies,, As demonstrated 
In the proceeding chapters, this approach has often led to 
reasonably rapid growth of GDP but, at the same time, to 
increasing inadequacy of productive employment and to growing 
number of people unable to meet basic personal needs and without 
access to basic public services*

Meeting basic human needs appears capable of providing 
a better focal theme for development than growth of domestic 
product* First, it can more readily be defined in terms of 
targets ~ of food, housing, water supply, clothing, etc* <-> 
comprehensible and relevant to the majority of the world’s people 
and to decision malcers. Second, it concentrates attention on the 
critical issues surrounding distribution of income ond of public 
services end of access to productive employment* Third, 
it can lead to targets and strategics more rapidly attainable 
than those of the standard growth maximisation approach*
Fourth, end most critical, it emphasises that tho object of 
development is serving human beings not raising an abstract index 
of output and that in the ca3e of conflict between human welfare 
and maximum growth it is human welfare which should prevail.
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Ea3ic human needs can bo grouped into four sub~sets: personal
consumption, access to communal services, supporting productive 
forcesp rid systemic patterns« Itê b r»nl„ '•■notion includes food,
clothings, shelter, and other consumer goods (e.g. simple furniture 
end household wares) • Acs os 3 to car.--'.mr-l services includes
preventative and curative health facilities, primary and adult 
education End habitat (rater, environmental sanitation)e 
Sunporting11prpducf1vs forcoo includo the physical infrastructure, 
tho technological end trained manpower infrastructure and the 
intermediate and capital goods productive capacity necessary 
to provido required levels of personal consumption goods and 
communal services. Systemic pattern requirements include

.~-r^r*xc:i^i^aurr~. *

access to productive employment both yielding output adequate 
to allow and fairly enough remunerated to provide all workers 
with the means to meet their basic consumption needs. Also 
included is integral participation of workers end peasants in 
taking, as well as in implementing, decisions affecting them and 
their basic village and workplace communities.
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Idj;n.tif;̂ .ng^Targetn Over Time
Basic needs are not an alternative to sustained growth of 

productive forcoou Bather growth is a means to meeting them and 
particular types of growth should be evaluated in terms of how
efficient they are in meeting basic needs. Similarly the important 
of investment and of external trado do not disappear in a basic 
needs oriented strategy - both arc critical means, particularly 
in relation to building up supporting productive forces.
Quantitative data for a basic needs centered development can be 
formulated end collected. They include:
(a) specific minimum targets for per capita food availability, 

distance from pure water, access to particular forms of 
adult education, productive wage and self-employment numbers
r '"l cl r »'•> 'nr> o*̂ nv-j ovo •

C ) detailed data cn present levels o-? fulfilment of tho targets:



(c) identification "by social, occupational and location
char ac t e r i s t ic 3 of those try.got grouvs of individuals 
whoso basic neo&3 are not root;

(d) preparation and articulation of a strategy including policies,
resource allocations, projects, targets for specified progress 
toward "basic needs target fulfilment within a specified 
tine period,
A "basic needs centered development strategy is not focussed 

purely on minimum physical requirements for survival. The majority 
of the 600 to l f000 million people who are endemicaXXy hungry are 
not in danger of literal starvation; to live as a human "being 
requires access to education end to productive employment even 
if existence is possible without them, A definition of "basic 
needs very close to survival levels con hardly he a definition 
of development as opposed to the initial foundations of development. 
Because basic human iced targets are defined in terms of persons,
"basic communities end societies, they will he refined and expanded 
as the gap "between the initial targets and attainments is "bridged,

Initial "basic needs targets will indeed need to "be concentrated 
on the abolition of absolute poverty. Until hunger, illiteracy,

*" lack of access to health facilities end pure water are well on the 
way to being overcome for all people and national economic 
structures capable of meeting thoss needs through providing 
productive employment for all workers are created,adding less 
.immediate needs is likely to deter not broaden development. How 
narrow an initial definition of basic needs should ba adopted must 
depend cn the objective realities of each countryi its level cf 
productive forces end pjftern of distribution of their output; 
its employment pattern end the numbers excluded from access to 
adequately productive employment, Trinidad can reasonably 
include a wider range of consumer goods, a longer period of 
education, a greater proximity to doctors in its targets than 
Tanzania because the per capita level of productive forces is 
about eight times as high, A mountainous country is less 
likely to set a target for peasant ownership of bicycles but more 
likely to include* heating among its basic housing targets.
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Rigid cut off points by income distribution category "beyond

YJhich. provision of goods, cervices or more productive employment 
to poor people io stated to be of no priority aro socially 
end economically go well a3 politically unrealistic. To 
argue that African urban workers v?ith pre-tar household incomes 
of - say - 0400 a year should face a long period of totally static 
personal consumption or access to communal services takes a short- 
sighted view of basic needs and tho dynamic of development and 
a totally unrealistic one of social and political interaction. 
However, no basic needs oriented strategy - especially in a very 
poor country - can x->l&ce significant emphasis on increasing the 
welfare of the moderately well in the case of the relatively 
rich - especially in countries with highly unequal income 
distributions - a basic need3 strategy®3 fiscal, import priority, 
redistribution and structure of production components will almost 
always necessarily involve an absolute as well as a relative 
reduction in after taz Income, consumption power and ownership 
of productive assets.

Productive Employment as a Eo-sic Ĵlvjzpn Heed
Access to productive employment and to adequate remuneration 

is central to any concept of development giving priority to meeting 
basic needs. On the production side it is not possible to 
envisage the requisite growth in output of mans market goods and 
services ~ especially food - without significantly higher levels of 
productivity by the majority of workers end peasants outside the 
"modern0 sectors. Equally on the allocation side, it is necessary 
that workers end peasants secure adequate incomes from their work 
to meet their basic personal consumption needs. Redistributive 
requirements of mass public service provision and investible 
surplus allocation are essential arid will fully utilise state's 
tee}: lical end institutional, S3 well as political, capacity.
Adding i issive consumption oriented transfer payments is unlikely 
to prove technically feasible and is politically difficult to 
sustain.



Tho productive and allocative requirements of access to
employment interact• Without adequately productive and fcirly 
remunerated employment neither the economic nor the political, 
e i . stive dom ad for goods c.nd services meeting muss bs.3±c 
needs will exist, EquuiLly, in the absence of such employments 
tJr.-t demand could not he met because neither the macro levels 
nox* the micro makeup of goods end services produced v;ould he 
adequate. If urban employment in basic housing rises so 
pill demand for "basic foods and consumer goods, This 
demand in turn con provide the "basis for higher rural productivity 
and food output which would have been unattainable in the 
absence of the new urban effective demand. Once a process 
of this type is begun, the political as well as the economic 
importance of supporting and continuing it will be both more 
evident and more forcefully expressed,,

IIo Sonei Issues of Timing and Attainability
It is possible to utilise existing global projection models 

to estimate the feasibility of meeting basic needs requirements 
2000, The admitted limitations of the Bariloehe and Rio 

models and of the available data do not prevent obtaining general 
perspectives even if they make absolute magnitudes or dates 
subject to a range of error.

If one uses PAO diet targets, TOf minimum acceptable housing 
cost estimates and 12 years of education as the main basic needs 
targets and also assumes constant distribution of income, then 
in each geographical sub-region of the Third Y/orld - except China - 
the minimum needs of the poorest 20 per cent can be met by the year 
2000 only with annual GUP growth rates in the 9 to 13 per cent 
range.

It can be objected that the data used in the models overstate 
the true cost of meeting minimum needs if existing improved tradi
tional technology \;sro more widely used, understate the value of 
producer consumed food end housing-and assume no change in the 
present highly unequal provision of access to public services.

4.
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Honever , ±a a growth. centered development shifts to improved 
traditional technology are unlikely; producer consumed sectors 
tend to stagnate because of inadequate access to lend, complementary 
inputs arid mar hots; provision of public services tends to 
ez&ccrbate rather than redress inequality in earned incomee 
Continued gros3 inequality in access to public services pill 
usually not characterise poor countries with, a maximum growth 
oriented strategy centered on a dominantly publicly owned directly 
productive sector but the technological and small peasant 
productivity biases are likely to apply.

In fact the projections are too optimistics not too 
pessimistic,in their assumptions as to the sharo of income received 
by tho poorest groups under growth maximisation strategies.
Rapid growth with dominantly private ownership of the means of 
production has usually led to significant lowering of the 
relative* share of income received by the bottom 40 per cent of 
households until after the achievement of average real levels of 
average output per person above those projected for the Asian, 
African and lower income Latin American sub=reglcns for the year 
2000. Exceptions to this generalisation have involved 
radical initial redistribution of ownership of wealth and access 
to services ~ usually land reform and education. Similarly, it 
is not c-lcar that even 10 per cent growth rates within existing 
production, demand and technology patterns would lead to adequate 
productive employment opportunities by 2000. That failure would 
not be independent of tho failure to generate adequate incomes 
for tho bottom one or two quintiles of household to meet their basic 
nced3 - the two form an interlocked cause and effect on the supply 
and demand sides.

If emphasis were centered on meeting basic needs with redistri
bution of income to tho lowest quintilos then 6 to 8 per cent growth
rates of total output would be consistent with mooting physical 
basic human needs requirements by 2000. Tho redistribution 
Implications aro substantial except for China and a few other
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socialist developing countries. Tho share of the lowest qulntile
In pc-j.vc.ial income totals would need to be raised from tho present 
regional range of 4 to 7*5 per cent (except for China which 
escooda 10 par cent) to the 9 to 15 par cent range. This pattern 
implies moderately greater equality of personal income distribution
than no.? exists in socialist European economies or Scandinavia*
Its newoscary counterpart would he an increase in the productivity 
of tho present working poor as well as an increase in employment 
opportunities*

Even at this level the prospects of attaining acceptable targets 
of development through a basic needs centered strategy look 
substantially better than through a standard growth centered one*
In fact, tho data and methodology probably midercstimate the 
potential within a need oriented strategy: government provision

4
of communal services (health, eduction, habitat) is treated 
as having the same distributional inequality as personal income ■» 
a realistic assessment within a grovPch centered model but a very 
pessimistic one within a new strategy* Technological shifts «= 
e.g. in housing end agriculture - beneficial to the incomes 
and consumption of the bottom two quintiles of the income 
distribution end reducing costs (at loast as measured by standard 
GDP statistics) would be more attainable as income inequality mas 
reduced end need oriented production stressed. Present evaluation 
of GDP tend3 to place low values on producer consumed good.3 esp<3Cia« 
lly in contrast with tho market prices used in costing basic needs - 
a methodological bias which understates baso production and growth 
potential for countries and groups with high self consumption 
of out-put (Hsubsistence”) shores* Finally, no major initial 
redistribution is assumed placing the whole weight on linear 
redistribution from additional output*

National strategic models would noed to take account of these 
factors. Doing so might show distinctly narrower gap3 between 
present production of goods and services and the levels required 
to meet basic needs* For example, in tho case of Tanzania rough



calculations suggest that assuming all additional resources 
were devoted to coating basic needs « with absolute levels of 
lees basic publio and private consumption held constant - the 
required increase in output per capita is of the order of 25 to 33 !,■ 
per cento That implies that a continued 5 per cent average annual 
expansion cf output would « in tho contort of a hasic needs 
oriented strategy « close the tasic needs-availability gap hy 
19G5~2S90„ Inis is "broadly consistent "both with recent past 
progress In "basic adult and primary education end puro water 
supply and with the main present perceived production (or 
productive employment) challenge of providing the poorest small 
peasants and their "basic village communities with access to 
participations, Jmonle&go end complementary inputs to achieve 
sustained increases in production of food end raw materials 
for manufacturing and of the incomes of the lowest throe q.uiatilese 
These Tanzanian estimates follow a substantial !S67~74 redistribu
tion «* absolutely as well as from growth - end a reorientation 
of public spending toward basic needs but also relate to an 
extremely poor country which up to 1S67 was characterised by 
exceptionally high inequality of income distribution and 
exceptionally 1o?j base levels of provision of mass services«

Whatever their limitations the global and macro models and 
projections do shows
(a) growth oriented strategies within present income distribution 

patterns cannot meet the basic needs of the lowest quintile of 
regional populations by the year 2000 except for a few 
socialist developing countries end the very tiny handful
of countries for which 10 to 15 per cent sustained annuel 
GDP growth over a quarter century is conceivable;

(b) basic jncod oriented strategics bached by 6 to 3 por cent 
growth rates could meet tho basic needs targets if combined 
with significant productivity and resultant personal rc« 
distribution even in the absence of major favourable 
technological and public services redistributive shifts;



(c) initial rcdistributivo measures e,ro - fudging ^ 0 2  historical 
evidenoo - necessary to cake concentration on basic needs
consistent with rep id growth end ar o likely to allow ‘basic 
needs to he net at ccncvhat lover rates of growth go measured 
in standard GBP terns;

(cl) a basic needs oriented strategy in poor countries is not en 
alternative to rapid increases in productivity - especially 
of the poorest trjo~flfths of the population ~ end over-all 
production.o The main difference lies in the distribution
of productivity end production increases sought and of their 
evaluation in terms of efficiency in. closing thpoasic 
human needs/basic goodo, services, productive employment 
supply gaps not of raising GDP por sc.

Ill* Basic Deeds end Production Patterns
Strategies centred on producing the goods and services end 

providing the productive employment needed to meet basic needs 
require altered production patterns as well as altered income 
and ownership distributions„ Indeed tho two requirements are
interrelated,. High end growing inequality of  incomes generates 
rapidly increasing demand for consumer amenity and lurury goods «
end, in particular, expensive consumer durables « but relatively
sluggish growth of effective demand for basic foodstuffs and 
consumer goods; concentration of increased productive employment 
end income in the hands of low income peasants end ncn-agriciutural 
workers will have the inverse effect,, Evidently any effective
strategy must work to achieve appropriate patterns of goods and
services production as well as of incomes; otherwise effective 
demand on the income side cannot be matched with goods end 
services available on tho supply side.

Production planning - however implemented and whatever the 
ownership of the directly productive sector •*» in a need oriented 
strategy m o t  bo based on both specific end aggregated data end 
proe;joticao of stocks and flows of resources end of needs.
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Productive employment la of critical importance on both sides of tho
equation «• ao a basio human need end as a potential route to 
meeting human nceda which will to a large extent he wasted if not 
made central to production planning including choice of products, 
technology end Incentives.

Spec if io analysis io required “both nationally end at a more 
disaggregated level. Heeds - for housing, or diet or education - 
are specific "both in their nature end in efficient mays of meeting 
them to history, culture end climate. Housing requirements in the 
high, cool, mot plateau of Ethiopia are, for example, quite 
different from those in the less elevated, hotter,drier areas of 
the loTJor Amash Valley. Hesources also vary among end v?i+hin coun
tries o At the local level - as Chinese experience demonstrates - 
significant gains in basic need fulfilment can often be achieved 
by using limited, specific resources within a framework of 
decentralised initiatives and self reliance. Such local potential 
is particularly likely to provide opportunities for expanding 
productive employment and for raising the productivity of 
existing employment e.g. by providing opportunities for work 
daring seasonal troughs in the agricultural production cycles.

9 .
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Similarly at national level the logic of testing production 
growth in terms of its efficiency in meeting basic necd3 As likely 
to lead to increased national economic integration. This is 
inevitable in respect of basic services - e.g. education, health, 
habitat - and some basic gcod3 - e.g. housing - because, unlike 
luxury cervices and construction,they are not tradeable.
It is also likely for most poor countries in respect of much of 
basic food cad consumer goods production. Increased emphasis 
on sectors of production utilising domestic agricultural, mineral 
or forestry products as tho basis for manufacturing or processing 
rather than combining the export of unprocessed rev; materials v;ith 
the importation of a significant proportion of the raw materiel 
id intermediate inputs of tho manufacturing sector.



The argument for self reliance In the contert of meeting basic 
needs is for efficient use of local resources and for avoiding 
unilateral dependence,not for national or local autarchy« Both
locally and nationally there are natural end acquired differences 
which do afford the possibility of gains from specialisation end 
trade. For example with its mineral end natural gas rosourccs 
end its ain. of providing hone jobs for its present emigrant cerl- ^  
shilled end unskilled workers there is a very strong international 
division of labour case for an Algerian natal and engineering 
industry largor than the Algorion market. Indeed co-ordination 
of Algerian production and trade planning in these sectors with that 
of other poor eounti’ios in certain agricultural products and 
agricultural or forest rat? material intensive manufactures could "be 
an example of collective self reliance utilising comparative 
advantage in the service of a basic needs oriented strategy0

Both because basic needs go beyond goods and services used 
by individuals and because sustained progress towards meeting basic 
needs including access to productive employment requires expansion 
of relevant productive forces, planning end allocation of 
resources must be directed;
(a) to satisfying basic needs at any given point in time;
(b) to raising the level of productive forces over time in 

such a way as to allow continued narrowing of the needs/ 
availabilities gap.
Employment oriented strategies concentrated on meeting basic 

human needs for all people within a generation must be concerned 
with mobilisation and allocation of investible surplus to achieve 
expansion of productive employment end of basic goods and services. 
Redistribution of income and production with stagnation of total 
output is not a viable development strategy in poor countries 
because it cannot meet the needs of tho largely overlapping 1,000 
million groups of chronically hungry, illiterate and inadequately 
productively employed. Even in the loss poor underdeveloped 
countries stagnation of output will both prevent development beyond

10 c
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narrow definitions of basic needs end raise tho social and political 
coots of transition to basic human nccd3 oriented development.

Productive employment and ita remuneration - to give access 
to the income (including production for family or basic community 
use) to moot personal basic needs - and access to nm.es public 
services aro critical to any need oriented production strategy’s 
success. Without them if the appropriate miz of goods and 
services are produced effective demand will be lacking whether 
that demand is measured by market mechanisms, rationing, queueing 
or a combination of these tests.

In practice, once established,a basic need centred strategy’s 
distribution, production, employment, technology end trade aspects 
should, on balance,reinforce each others
(a$‘ higher inconeo for low income groups end more weight on 

m s s  services (especially when combined with fiscal or 
• other redistribution from narrow high income groups and 

provision of public services to them) will alter levels 
and growth rates of demand in favour of basic goods;

(b) these demand shifts will both direct and validate 
alterations in the production pattern - and especially in 
the allocation of additional resources « toward basic 
goods which in many cases are more suitable for production 
on a relatively small scale by poor agricultural and non~ 
agricultural workers;

(c) tho shift :ln demand to basic goods end services will tend 
to generate higher levels of productive employment because 
tho new mix has a higher labour/output ratio as well G3 
because of shifts of labour intensity of production for
individual goods or services;

(d) the greater potential relevance of small scale production 
end of productivity gains for poor workers G3 well as
the shift in tho demand mix will increase the opportunities 
xor using enn xor aovelGprug appropriate 'jechnology and —
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on balance - roduco tho demand for tho highly inappropriate
technologies embodied ±a production of expensive consumer 
durable3 and ooir.o lurury cervices;

(o) cnco the shift in production to correspond with demand 
has inhen. place the ovcr~c.ll import ratio corresponding 
to any level of total output is liltoly to ho reduced 
hcccuso of tho greater useability of local resources in 
and the lower overtoil capital intensity of tho "basic 
good3 oriented production mix. This is not to argue 
that the trend of import requirements will not remain 
upward hut that a structural shift to a lower ratio, of 
imports to output and, at least for the larger poor 
countries or groupings of poor countries, lower ratios 
of import to output growth can he achieved.
These positive interactions are not self actuating =» the 

central purpose of a productive employment strategy &u3t he to 
identify them in detail and to create a consistent set of policies, 
institutions rad programmes to achieve them. To do that requires 
a number of basic strategic choices and raises significant 
technico~poXitical issues "both for the long term operation of the 
strategy rad for a transition from a GDP growth maximisation to 
a. hasic needs fulfilment centred approach to development.

Lr--uostnii of Diversity rad Selection
The enact appropriate pattern of production for any country 

seeking to follow a hasic needs directed strategy of development 
will depend on its resource base, size, rad level of productive 
forces. Ho single pattern can he applied to all countries.

Trade is cm indirect meeno of production which should ho seen r 
a means to meeting basic needs. A country with high quality 
specialised resources should develop them. If production era 
ha in excess of domestic needs ■» e.g. Algerian natural gas -» or 
the product is irrelevant to domestic basic needs - e.g. Botswana 
diamonds «• exports are appropriate to generate the capacity to

12 .
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import goods rcnalrod to moot 130.310 needs and to generate tho 
surplusc3 needed to financo provision of public cervices and 
to meet national investment rcquiromenta. In tho cc.se of a email 
country - e.g. Gabon, Paraguay - "both limited variety of resources 
end economies of scale mill incrcasa tho relative importance end 
potential gains from trado as a means of mooting ta3ic needs. 
Because of tho rather different pattern of basic goods from 
those presently dominating international trade the adoption of 
basic need oriented development strategics should increase the 
opportunities for trade among countries pursuing similar 
strategies but with different resource bases,

Tho level of productive forces by altering the appropriate 
immediate basic needs targets will alter the appropriate production 
patterns, To set identical housing targets for Singapore and 
Calcutta would not be reasonable; Singapore can meet higher 
minimum housing targets with implications for the nature of the 
construction, building materials, furnishings and urban services 
production sectors,

IV. Strategic Choices
A number of basic decisions ere necessary in constructing a 

national productive employment strategy. The choices made mill 
not end need not be identical for each country. However, there 
arc definite limits to tho type of choices which are consistent 
with emphasis on basic needs and on productive employment.

i

Ownorship. Plr-alpg and Prices
One strategic choice is between a basically public and a 

basically private directly productive sector. This choice is not
usefully posed in terms of market versus planning mechanisms.

Government planning i3 essential to any productive employment 
and basic goods oriented development strategy. The requirements 
for structural changes in production and distribution and for 
provision of communal services could not be operated through a
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porfoct, competitive market much lcs3 through tho interplay of 
forces within the highly imperfect and ncn»coffipctitlve markets 
which characterise poor countries. On tho other hand the use of 
planned price levels and relationships to ost a framework within 
which productive and decentralised governmental unit decisions are 
taken io a plcmming technique which is at least as relevant to 
planning as an economy with a hasically public productive sector 
as to one in which most productive units ore privately omed.

Evidently there are more than two possible choices - sone 
sectors (e.g. finance) may he dominantly public while most others 
are dominantly private or some may he private or co-opomtive 
(e.g. small scale agriculture and commerce) within a general 
public sector dominant framework of production. Equally patterns 
may change over time. Howeverf soma charity on the intended 
patterns and sequences is critical to coherent economic 
policy. Mixed economies in which there is total confusion or 
prolonged conflict as to the dominant pattern of ownership or in 
which the da facto division Is between surplus generating private 
and loss making public productiva units appear likely to have 
below average need fulfilment as well as growth generation results.

ffiie methods of determining tha allocation of investible 
su.Tplu.3, tho ehoico of goods produced and of technologies used and 
tho redistribution of incoma through fiscal or other means will bo 
influenced by the nature of ownership. Incentives to invest rathe 
than to consume or to remit abroad ore more critical to private 
firms cr producer co-operc'dves than to public sector corporations, 
limitations of gross income differentials (minimising the need for 
reiistributivo taxation) ore more feasible if ownerchip is basically 
public end agriculture communaly organised. Detailed, centralised 
instructions are unlikely to bo on efficient planning tool in either 
pattern. They arc normally biased in favour of the large project, 
specialised knowledge, end problems directly visible to central 
administrators. As a result they are unlikely to promote the 
use of simple technologies end local information, particular
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local resources and small ecalo production of basic good3 end
increasing productivity of coif employed or small unit peasants 
end urban workers.

PecrntrvU ration in a Strafe a-Ac Framework
The ccsq for decentralisation ic therefore common to both 

socialist end capitalist basic need oriented development strategiesv 
The differences lie in the messis of implementation and of ensuring 
that decisions take place within a coherent set of national 
objectives. The systematic use of prices to guide decisions i3 
potentially common to both systems as are the use of guidelines 
for financial institution credit allocation. However, th© role 
of prices within the basically private system will require 
more counterbalancing by fiscal measures to limit inequality end to 
encourage investment while broad guideline regulations can be 
erpected to b© somewhat mors effective in shaping public 
sector marketing end financial institution policies.

Eural sector decentralisation - especially but not solely 
in tho content of unequal private ownership of land - poses special 
difficulties as well as being especially critical because of the vert 
local nature of many rural problems, resources end potentials.
Access to lend and complementary resources must bo made available 
on a priority basis to tho poorest farmers and landless labourers 
co that they can raise their productivity end incomes. Even 
following radical redistribution and reorganisation this poses 
serious technical and organisational problems especially when 
agricultural potential varies very widely within a country. la 
the absence of radical redistribution of rural wealth and power, 
both decentralisation and the infection of centrally funded 
conplerentary resources aro likely to reinforce inequality cad 
local large farmer/resident bureaucrat alliances
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In it:i "1_rn d_ Sub ?nqtirpt R odiatoilaution
fhorcforo, ±1; io doubtful whether tho choico of rodis tribu t ion 

solely from growth ia normally open. Redistribution of exist
ing wealth, rincono and control is not on adequate condition for 
achieving sustained growth of productive employment and basic 
goods pror?.ucticn hut it in likely to ho a neeescary one. Tho 
intorlocl.'iag socio-economic-political patterns huilt on ur.cg.ual 
ownership of assets, command over income and access to public 
services and government policy aro unlikely to he consistent 
with significant rodistrihution out of growth. (Phis is 
particularly true of the rural and small to median scale urban 
productive sectors and is relevant oven if tho redistribution is 
sought in the context of continued private sector ownership in the 
productive sector.

In the rural sector redistribution is needed to ensure access 
to lend, water, agricultural inputs and remunerative markets.
Unless all are available the position of the poorest peasants and 
landless labourers will not improve substantially. Which one 
is most critical will vary from state to state end will often turn 
on real patterns of access more than legal forms. Government 
ownership of land combined with decentralised allocatior can limit 
access to good lend to a handful of rich farmers. So may 
subsidised credit channelled through co-operatives or selective 
purchase guarantee system? giving a premium market to the larger, 
more capital us:lng farmer. Studies suggest that moro equal 
C.GC033 backed by supplies of appropriate inputs would increase 
agricultural output in most underdeveloped countries as well as 
creating more productive employment, reducing the numbers of 
chronically hungry rural poor and improving equality. fhe first 
necessary step is likely to be redistribution of access to 
erir/uing assets end flows whether on the pattern of Japanese 
lend reform, Chinese commuaoiaGtlcnvvOr i’ansaai&a vUlageicaticn.

Redistribution in the orban and non-agricultural rural 
sectors poses rather different problems. bor nrall to medium 
scale activities the basic requirements are access to markets, 
knowledge anu finance. Eheso are largely controlled by govern®



mental policy end by largs scale productive units. While 
redistribution (of assets, access to finsnco, pattern of government 
support cud regulation) to tho medium cad email sectors 13 feasible 
under either a basically private or basically public directly 
productive sector system clear operational problems arise in both 
systems. In the private system it i3 clear that the informal 
sector both esploito its workers end is erploited by the lcmgor 
enterprises. In the public in the absence of decentralisation 
within a clear set of price and other guidelines, small and 
medium scale units tend either to be relatively sluggish or 
to operate .in ways leading to conflict with national targets.
In either system, the pattern of relationships with larger 
productive units « especially in finance and marketing « is 
likely to bo critical to the productivity, employment and output 
results of this sector.

In the case of largo units redistribution of ownership is 
useful only to the ostent it leads to greater ability to control 
the choice of products and technologies, the allocation of surplus 
and the overtoil pattern of economic activity. Fairly clearly a 
large foreign owned and foreign managed unit is in principle the 
hardest to control but in such a case transfer of 51 per cent of 
equity to a narrow local elite combined with continued foreign 
management is more'likely to increase the firm’s control over 
the state than the reverse. Similarly large public corporations « 
with or without worker participation in management - may pursue 
interests end policies far from totally congruent with national 
productive employment and basic needs fulfilling strategies 
either by evading regulations or taking advantage of internal 
inconsistencies in decentralised, quasi-morkot fiscal, credit and 
price mechanisms.

A critical form of redistribution is prices - or mors 
accurately internal terms of trade. In most poor countries those 
rre relatively unfavourable to agriculture whether the formal 
meek; liem is cno of privately administered prices backed by 
protection, delivery quotas, or state set prices. Similarly 
laformal sector terms of trade ar© usually unfavourable because of

1 7 .
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a combination of oligopoly, inadequate access to credit end market”
irg facilities end reflations. Hie ovor«all effect of price 
changes favouring basic foodstuffs end "basic consumer goods mould 
often "bo to raioo tho incomes9 productive employment end output 
of the poorest half of tho rural end of tho urban workers if tho 
price ch. '.gcs vcro paralleled "by omcrchip end access rediotributic 
Piscal burden redistribution iap in cffoot, a form of internal 
terms of trado shifting albeit a more Indirect one o

Redistribution cannot "be a onco for all process. In the 
first place no country «* including socialist states -> has found it 
practicable to carry out redistribution of existing assets end 
access on a onco for all as opposed to a phased "basis. The 
evidence suggests that - whatever the final intended pattern of 
productive sector ownership » a significant initial redistribution 
of assets end access to finance (especially in the rural sector) 
"backed by provision of mass services (especially education) is a 
minimum first step with additional internal terms of trade t asset 
and fiscal distribution following in varying mime3 and sequences.

Once development strategy is shifted and cn initial
redistribution implemented,the largest share of subsequent 
redistribution will arise from ensuring that additional 
production involves and is directed to meeting the needs of the 
poorest half of tho popuitic-n and that investment allocation and 
public service expansion are directed in support of expanding 
productive employment end production of basic goods end services.

Transfers of Productivity* Access rad IncomeW    —— 2--*rr. _.i c3ct •—  ̂.■ »v nr|.*.jy-»‘ j..» ■ - — — ** - , -■

The choice "botween meeting basic needs through expanding 
productive employment or through transfer payments io rarely open 
to a poor couatry. neither the limits of fiscal mobilisation nor
of ac’ministratiTo capacity are adequate for a ccnsimpticn transfer 
based eye ton to v.orh v.oll. Even when a eigaificmat .transfer 
operation does take place ~ as in Sri Lanka or Algeria - it docs 
not provide an adequate substitute. for more rapid expansion of 
productivity of employment among tbsrural poor. If basic needs
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ere to he not output of "basic goods - first ana foremost food -
must to increased. To do this requires additional productive) 
employment a d } to particular, higher output "by r id earned to cones 
for the poorest rural workers.

Hie area of broader choice cn transfer payments relates to 
the financing of communal services end to the boundary between 
comvunal m d  personal goods. The importance of this type of 
transfer payment varies inversely with inequality in pre-tar 
personal (or basic community in decentralised ncn-capitalist 
systems) income. If incomes are relatively equal to tho first 
place little fiscal redistribution, as opposed to mobilisation 
for communal use, would "bo practicable vljdg the minimal importance 
of income taxes in Cuba or China.

However, in most under developed countries inequalities are much 
broadere The combination of a relatively progressiva 
tax system (including differentiated consumption taxes) end on 
expansion of the share of public financing of basic services - 
especially health, education, water - can have a significant 
redistributive impact. Especially on tho habitat/housing border'-—  
line tho sane effect can bo achieved by broadening the range of 
eonmunal as opposed to private inputs e.g. site preparation, basic 
services 0 In the not inconsiderable number of tm&erdaveloped 
countries to which over half of present education and health costs 
are privately paid,transfer of those costs from the incones 
of the poor to tho public budget could be used cs a significant 
instrument of fiscal redistribution.

Oiihcr practicable forms of transfers usually include incentive 
or terms of trade measures. Temporary or permanent subsidies cn 
credit, coeds or fertiliser for small farmers ar© examples as are 
thv'ormmcnt or temporary provision of support to agricultural 
and informal sector purchasing and marketing by public sector 
enterprises or agencies.
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If transfers aro basically limited to tho foregoing areas «*=>
end to m o  ting tho basic needs of thcao suffer! r.g from temporary 
catastrophes or permanently unublo to work - then they arc r.ccccsa-* 
rily complementary to raising tho productivity end remuneration 
of tho poor for two reasons. First, thoy do not directly moot
porccnal consumption ncod3, Second, fiscal transfers cannot haves e
growing impact unless tho surplus to ho taxed is rising.

Toward Technological Transformation
The technological requirements of a "basic need oriented 

strategy are m c h  simpler to outline than to apply in particular 
cases. Both hard (e.g. seeds, machines) and soft (e.g. education 
programmes, institutional organisation end management, credit 
allocation systems) technology should "be efficient ia raising 
productive employment, concentrating productivity end income 
gains in the hands of tho lowest quintiles of the income 
distribution end raising output of "basic goods end services.
Ae contrasted with present technological patterns these criteria 
call for greater labour end lower capital intensity, more adapta
tion to moot national end local resource availabilities, smaller 
scale production of lower cost goods suitable for meeting basic nsc,

Tho question of choico arises either when thocriteria give 
varying answers at micro-levol or there ia a divergence between 
micro cad macro results. If - in terms of scarco resources - a 
simple, srall scale technology raises tho cost of a basic good or 
limits the growth of its output then large seal© modern production 
may roll bo appropriate. Similarly if the use of labour intensive 
methods in cno stags of a production process (e.g. tho final 
rmnufacturlag of cement) will result in a smaller industry its 
negative not indirect employment effects on quarrying end construc
tion may far outweigh the direct gains in manufacturing employment. 
Choices of this typo need to bo i ten within v, general framework 
but they must also bo based < *1 .cts of the individual ease.

Farther, tho assumptif . 1' 11 divergences in technology
within a sector represent ■ dualism is open to question,
Both Japanese end Chinese suggest tho real issues ere



whether tho individual choices are cpprcpriato end what the patterns 
of relationship botween tho different cubsector3 ere. There ia 
no coil-evident reason to suppose a cinglo technology io appropri
ate for a product characterised "by different raw material 
availabilities» u::cs end market eimos end hy high transport coats 
for re v material and finished product e.g. conceit. Small scale, 
seasonal production using off season peasant labour, simple 
teckuolc.ay end little specialised equipment to meet local, 
isolated markets* demand end centralised, high technology plants 
to serve urban, central rural and export markets may both be 
efficient0 Equally because of the different complexity 
and quality control requirements of different elements in 
component making, fabrication, assembly cad testing there is no 
a priori reason to argue that the production of machines - e.g. 
tractors ** should take pise a either in largo faetorios or small 
workshops as opposed to involving both. In constructien 
tho clear cost end employment superiority of small seslo, 
improved traditional housing over modified European housing 
estate techniques does not necessarily imply that large scale 
engineering projects whose completion will create non productive 
employment potential (e.g. multipurpose dons) should necessarily 
use labour intensive methods in parts of the construction process 
where this would entail a significant extension of tho construction 
period.

One test to be applied to technology io its relevance to 
meeting basic needs at minimum costs. Too often tho combination
of imported hard machine and soft communications technology creates 
a demand for a more expensive product little, if any, better for 
mooting basic needs but employing fewer workers, increasing foreign 
dependence end worsening income distribution. An evident example 
io t: t of international type detergents end toilet soaps whoso 
”cc potitivcnecs” with local soap usually turns cn a preference 
created by advertising plus marginally greater convenience in use 
not a lower price or an inherently greater efficiency la cleansing. 
To allow a combination of hard cad soft technologies to die tats 
tho goods deran&cd and ct tho sumo Mims to shift inccmo distribution
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toward capital end upper rage and salary labour io exceedingly 
1 nificicnt in forms oither of levels of productive employment or 
of m 3 o  access to bade needs.
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jOttamal Tvr>*o, rnd Basic IToeds
External trade is a means of indirect production, Tho 

contribution of exports to meoting basic needs including prcductivv 
employment io not mcacureable without reference to the imports 
purchased and thoir use. It io not possible in the abstract to 
say that importing ivory end exporting carvings io Gither a good 
or a bad policy, neither the inport nor tho export are basic 
good3,the linkage effects to domestic production are negligible^ 
however, the productivity of the carvers in terms of their own 
incomes, of investiblo surplus generated, and of the contribution 
of imports to mooting basic needs and generating employment 
may be much higher then if thoy grew food or carved basic 
household ntcnBlls, Per contra special subsidies to textile 
industries based on imported cotton can - end sometimes have =» 
resulted in negative national value added (import costs above 
export proceeds) which can hardly be justified either by the 
employment generated or tho basic nature of the imports end 
exports.

The role of the external sector in productive employment 
generation in threefold, First, export industries do employ
workers. Second, if they ore linked to local suppliers and users

\

thoy may have .indirect employment effects (e.g, in growing cotton 
to rake textiles or in metal working supplied by a plant viable 
only cn the basis of a combined export end domestic market) far 
ia cxcogs of direct, Third, thoy can cupply tin foreign exchange 
for purchasing goods critical to productive employment generation 
and/or raising productivity of existing employment (o,g, pipe for 
irrigation eehomcs, fertilisers), bliich is critical for a 
particular country end a particular export Is a matter of fact 
which eon be determined only by individual ease studies. In 
few countries - o,g, city states like Singapore or Hongkong ~ can
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tho manufactured goods export sector possibly provide the o i n
ocurco of productive employment growth. In a fen noro small 
ccmtrloa - o.g* tkmritlua « it con ho critical for employment 
in manufacturing.

tlio nature of the relationship between external trade end 
total cr.pl031r.aat chads nemo light cn the ckoico cf emportn* 
Uagroocoscd primary products a d  manufactured goods of 
components whose only local input is labour have direct 
employment cffoct3 end potential indirect effects through import 
uco. Unlike more integrated .Industries ~ based on present 
primary product exports or newly developed local ran materials - 
they have minimal domestic integration effects. Historically 
industrial development has usually been built around 
industries with substantial internal linkages end domestic markets 
with selected lines being highly oriented to export markets but 
on increasing range exporting a portion of their output.

Ihe choice is not whether tho potential gains from dynamic 
comparative advantage and the international division of labour 
should or should not be taken into account in productive employe 
ment strategics but how end to what dogroe. fheso choices must 
take account of the highly oligopoliscd nature of international 
trade, tho additional risk involved in foreign markets and 
supplies, tho inherent inoaualitics in economic relationships 
between tho email and weak end the large and powerful and tlio 
historic fact that economic development has in almost all cases 
been associated with selective closing of tho economy against 
international trade - in the Z Olivers in, tho USA and Japan, as moll 
as in the USSR, China and Romania.

Resource based industries directly meeting cone national 
needs end providing tho diversified productive base for increased 
trade among developing eountaco are likely to bo logical in terms 
of comparative advantage as moll C3 of integrated, employment 
■oriented national development, Imported material, domestic 
labour, oxport market intensive manufacturing is to underdeveloped 
ccmtries with few or no relevant r m  material production potential



r.n& limited potential for increasing productivity end productive
employe nit in domestic norhot oriented production without & 
rapid 5ncrce.sc in complementary inporta. Shore ere countrioa
for which this sub^closs m y  bo the, or one of tho, moot efficient 
ways to expending inport capacity end direct end indirect
employment. However , the combination of the special inter cats 
of OhC5 a seeking to lower labour coats or goda aecccs to 
new employees end of the greater case of working out global
models on the basis of labour/capital ratios then of broader

*

resource potential analysis causes on overemphasis on tho importance 
of labour intensive ©sport oriented manufacturing,, Especially 
in relation to tho larger , more clivers if lod ard structurally 
more integrated developing occnomics such as Mexico, Brasil 
and India it is not a sound basis for national industrial 
strategy and far from a complete one even for industrial export 
development.

Mobilisation and Allocation of Surplus
Surplus generation in as critical in an employment and basic 

goods production strategy as in one oriented to GBP growth 
maximisation. 2he implications of redistribution in this regard 
ere tnofolds Pirot, tho extraction of surplus by terms of trade 
shifts end taxation should be concentrated on upper income 
individuals end high productivity economic traits end second, 
surplus generated by lower income individuals and lower product!® 
vity units should bo ploughed bach into their own production 
expansion. 5?hc second implication normally requires attention to 
complex watery resource provision because the potential surpluses 
for investment of Ion income groups and low productivity units 
r.ro often specific end must be complemented by other inputs 
if they are to be realised. For example rural labour time is 
often available during lulls in the crop cycle for o:eall scale 
works9 afforestation, irrigation, water supply improvement etc., 
end mill have high productivity if, bat only if, limited cmcxnts 
of materials, design advice, shilled labour,etc., ere provided.

24.



Iko (lUTpluo mobilisation from upper incorno individuals and 
high pro&T.otlvity units will necessarily vary with the degree of 
inequality in incomes, the share of public sector ownership end 
the institutional pattern of financial flows end uses. What io 
tmiforn io the need to prevent increases in lirmry consumption end 
to cnenri that surpluses are directed to increasing "basic goods 
end cc vices production within an appropriate technological choice
end income distribution framework* Ono key inotrunent is tho  *
orge?.i‘jed financial sector which can ho used to implement 
allegation guidelines and co-ordinate decentralised micro 
deciiUons in a social is t or a capitalist system* However, such 
a '-30 requires do tailed knomlcdgo of the "basic financial flows 
nrchmism, 0 1 absence of large scale enterprises which arc 
■fjtally self financing, effective control over and sanctions 
.'or deviations "by the financial institutions - a sot of require- 
rants almost certainly unattainable unless domestic financing 
is dominated hy domestically owned institutions*

Centralisation of productive sector project and working 
capital finance in tho government "budget meets tho control tost 
hut has costs io. terms of detailed evaluation of the productivity 
of uses, of teehnologicEil flexibility and of over-concentration 
bn large units as well as possible deterrent effects on surplus 
generation end incentives to increase employe© remuneration in 
disguised ways* Credit allocation, interest rata variations 
end project approval procedures will not produce appropriate 
investment patterns in the private sector in the absence 
of consistent price end tax policies «=» if prices are so ordered 
as to wake basic goods production more profitable then that of 
luxuries and taxes so ordered that use of appropriate 
technology generates surpluses,tho financial institutions 
co-ordination end control task is much moro likely to bo 
implemented*
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Productive Er-reo levels rrud S,'7or^^.o_? ,'^r?ig
It would be a mistake to view a ‘basic needs oriented develop

ment G3 relevant only to very poor countries committed to a 
transition to Gocialiom, to interpret it as a modern variant 
of monastic Goceticionp or to suppose that it iirolies a minor 
rolo i’or largo Eealc, capital intensive activities. Easic 
human needs beyond minimum levels arc relative end do develop 
with achievement *» the stress on restraining amenity end luzury 
consumption flows from the priority to moating tho basic needs 
of the many first® Relative equality of access to public 
services end of personal after tax income has to a significant 
extent been achieved in the Scandinavian countries and the 
Nether lends as well as in most European socialist countries. 
Increased emphasis cn the traditional rural and informal urban 
sectors does not imply either inoigiificcnco or stagnation 
for large, high productivity units.

(Che higher the level of productive forces the broader 
the options open to a country in its pattern of implementing 
basic noeds oriented development. Moro resources give greater 
ability to afford secondary mistakes, to achieve substantial 
total redistribution v/ith less emphasis on reallocating initial 
incomes mid assets end more on selective mobilisation end 
allocation of now income, service and investment fj.ov;s, to 
achieve rapid inoreases in the productivity end incomes of the 
poorest 40 per cent of the population consistent with marginal 
gains for the middle 40 per cent and more modest cuts at the 
top of the income distribution.

In the case of relatively high productivity underdeveloped 
countries like Mexico or ones with more moderate productivity 
but very large investiblo surplus flows like Algeria overtoil 
austerity for modern sector wage earners, elimination of all 
consumer imports beyond absoluto necessities, end general 
holding back of tho growth of the modem sector arc not 
nccoscary. Critical elements will includes



(a) mobilisation of resources through progressiva taxation
of personal incomes end of corporals surpluses to provide 
education, health end habitat services to the entire 
population;

(b) reform of modern sector relationships with Email scale 
urban end rural units to eliminate exploitative patterns, 
cnchonco access to markets end procluetivo inputs for
the infernal and peasant or communal village sectors, 
and creata the cenditicns for interactive growth through 
fair exchange;

(c) planned redirection of surplus fleas to provide small 
farmers 9 communal villages and email to medium urban units 
the kncwle&go, inputs and assets necessary to increase their 
productivity combined with price end wage policies designed 
to ensure that poor workers end peasants do, in fact, 
benefit from the enehaneed productivity;

(d) decentralisation and participation within the framework 
of a basic neod3 oriented national ciratogy both to 
increaso the speed end efficiency of its implementation 
end to increase tho organisation end political influence 
of those groups committed to its. fulfillment;

(e) selective redistribution of existing assets (or 
ecnvGraicn of existing productive units) where present 
patterns arc a critical, immediate obstacle to raising the 
incomes and productivity of the poor,
ffhero are also differences between mhat Is possible in 

a vary poor country like Tansania or India end a less poor 
underdeveloped country like tho Philippines or Egypt» She 
latter group both have significant segments of tho population 
v.beso basic noods are now mot and productive resource available 
litioo of one end a half to two tines those of tho very poorest 
countries, Tho lattor characteristic nay make austerity for 
the middle income workers end farmers loss necessary to frco 
resources end the former makes austerity o iallye politically

27,
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cad economically more- difficult to implement, Howovcr, the 
portion of tlio populations with wide gaps between pro cent 
incomes end access to services below oven ninirxua basic nood 
lovelo Id often almost as high aa in the poorest countries end is 
markedly higher than in tho relatively high productive foreoa 
level underdavalep e& countries, Ihus tho possibility for 
achieving rapid elimination of basic needs gaps without sub
stantial redistribution of existing incomes and vory stringent 
priority in allocation of new surplus flows is not present.
Special critical elements in those cases will probably includes
(a) rigorous redistribution (by fiscal measures9 redistribution 

of assets end/or changes in salary structures) ©way from 
tha highest income groups to mobilise tie flows for 
initial expansion of provision of mass public services and 
investment designed to raise peasant and informal urban 
sector productivity;

(b) where inequality - particularly in the rural sector and
in tho cmcrship of financial institutions - is a major
barrier to meeting basic needs and reorienting growths, 
major asset redistribution (to peasants or tc the public 
sector);

(c) fiscal9 wage and prieo policies designed to ©noourags
output expansion by tho present working poor and to
ensure that tho after tax real incoiaeo of those significantly 
above tho initial basic needs target rises at nost9 very 
slowly in order to allow continued rapid expansion of mass 
public s or vie os end investment to raise low income group 
productivity end opportunities for employment;

(d) probably greater emphasis cn growth of over-all 
productive forces to augment the impact of allocation 
of new resources in mooting basic needs rapidly.
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Iks loot element arises ’because the existence of a substan
tial proportion of the population elready c,t or above minimum 
basic needs levels T?ill probably result "both in highor initial 
bade needs targets and a shorter tino period over nhich the 
eonsuription of the groups moderately above tho initial targets 
con be hold nearly constant than in tho very poor countries*

Holes of the "I'odcrn Sector”crwrji'K.:.- ■.■+zK±jr2L.3S~irJ%mm-wT.-i.'t;r.-~'jar?r.T —  — :~trr, tames.-

ho detailed ©valuation of the role of the largo scale9 
capital intensive sector in a basic needs oriented strategy 
can bo made except in relation to a specific economy at a 
specific time* la tho case of Botswana or Algeria either 
to reject development of mineral resources or to delay them 
vhilo - probably vainly - seeking effective, small scale labour 
intensive technologies v;ould bo absurd. For export sectors 
the appropriate goods, technologies end scales of production 
must take account of market requirements as to quality, price 
and speed of production* In any country 00213 activities - eg* 
hydroelectric pcver generation end chemical fertiliser 
production - will be dominantly large scale end capital intensive* 
Ike relative sise end importoneo of these activities vill depend 
on the nature of the resources, tho previous economic history 
and the level of productive forces of the economy*

Ike common requirements ares
(a) to ensure that the lergs scale sectors relate positively

to the small scale urban end rural sectors including
buying from and selling to them at fair prices?

Ob) to avoid a polarisation of income levels and of access
to investment flcva end services favouring the largo, 
capital intensive units?

(c) to mobilise « by tarnation, financial institutions end/or
investment allocation - ourpluooa from tho largo, highly 
productive units to provide finance for mass accocs to 
'1 iliic public cervices and to provide complementary inputs
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end memo of production to build up tho productivity and
basic goods production of tho urban ead rural small scale
sectors «>
Dualism not diversity, enclaves not specialisations, end 

exploitative inequality not a "balanced pattern of relationships
are tho darker a to he avoided. 0

In demonstrating that "basic human needs and development 
centred on them ore not narrow approaches or one3 whose 
implementation must proceed on identical linos in all countsiies 
Booking to follow them,it is also necessary to avoid giving 
the impression that the required changes arc marginal or that 
any combination of mildly reformist measures io adequate<,
Chore are no unique answers to tho strategic questions posed 
but there are certainly wrong or inadequate ones® A "basic 
needs oriented strategy must includes
(a) priority attention to redoing both the productivity of 

tho poor end thoir incomes to make available basic
consumption goods and to give those now ©misting in 
absolute poverty the moans to acquire them}

*

(b) equal priority to providing basic public services to the 
entire population and to financing this service expansion 
out of surpluses v.hich would otherwise accrue to the
top quintlie of the income distribution}

(c) significantly reducing inequality in after tax incomes9 
access to public servicesv influence on public decisions 
and control over end access to tho means of production}

(u) redressing the present biases in favour of the modem urban 
end against tho informal urban end traditional or seni« 
traditional rural sectorc?

(o) generating adequate investible . surpluses end export
earnings to meet tho need to carry tho strategy forward 
over tine end to avoid increasing dependence cn external 
financo end ovaorchip cf tho- moans of production.}

(f) creating economic 9 ecci*. 1 and political pattcrno end tn.ti- 
tuticno committed to and capable of maintaining and adv. ac- 
tag development through mooting basic human aoocia.
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V, St— Sector?! JlmplIcrtionsrrd Sketches
Tho Rural Sector
Rvr'sl strategy must begin with redistribution of access to 

the means of production0 This will often include, but rarely be 
United to,land ownership end tenuro, Unequal access to credit, 
water, extension services, inputs and markets i3 often - especially 
in many parts of Africa ~ more critical than access to land itself 
and even in densely populated Asian countries like Bangladesh and 
Sri Lanka are of virtually co-equal importance with land refora
PU SO,

Redistribution of existing stocks of access and assets must 
be complemented by redistribution of the pattern of additional 
flows, The patterns and methods appropriate to serving a selected 
minority of above average income landlords and fanners are unlikely 
to be appropriate to broader groups of small peasants or communal 
production units, Extension services and credit, for example, 
must be provided on a group basis if the fiscal and manpower costs 
are to be sustainable and knowledge and credit actually made 
available to each farmer.

In many cases serious gaps in both hard and soft technology 
must be filled, A main problem in increasing productivity of most 
African staple foodcropo in marginal or uncertain rainfall areas 
is lack of agronomic, agroeconomic, managerial and institutional 
knowledge to communicate, The tradition of the isolated institute 
drawing neither on experience of email farmers nor on results and 
practices in other poor countries but maintaining a bipolar 
relationship with industrial economy dominated national and Inter
national institutions greatly impedes the rapid development of 
applied knowledge relevant to raising the productivity of poor 
farmers end tho productive employment capacity of domestic market 
oriented agricultural production,

Tho situation in other rural activities o,g, email scale civil 
eng'1rearing, forestry, improved traditional construction, snail 
■'■■■To processing and manufacturing is normally parallel to that in 

iculture because these activities while central to meeting the 
V c needs of the poorer rural strata through increasing the



quantity rad productivity of employment ere not normally perceived
as critical to raising GBP growth end aro otill leas relevant to 
tho welfare of tho largo landlord or the corporate plantation
01.nor,

Their importance is threefold? First, they can meet many 
basic needs directly both on the supply end on the investment 
side. Second, they can utilise labour time which is not useable 
in agricultural production (e,g, dry season period labour in areas 
with pronounced rainy and dry seasons leading to highly uneven 
agricultural labour requirement profiles) thereby raising average 
annual productivity, Third, they can augment rural cash incomes 
and - by reducing the range of goods required from the urban 
sector - allow their more selective use, The moat striking 
recent demonstration of this approach centered on the principle 
that available rural labour timo is a precious asset which can 
and must bo used to raise productivity and availability of goods 
and services is, of course, the Chinese,

The range of specialised inputs needed to support agrici'iltural 
and other rural developments centered on mass productivity end 
employment raising will vary from activity to activity, country to 
country, and over tine as rural skills and resources advance and 
nev/ activities are introduced, A difference in organisation may 
be needed between rural societies with strong communal and more 
individualistic production patterns. In tho former, the joint use 
of training courses (e,g, in spring protection or improved house 
construction techniques) and tho organisation of labour time for 
infrastructural, conservationist and service activities is easier 
to integrate within the communal revenue allocation system without 
extensive hog of wage labour. In the latter more government 
finance for wages (and logically more tomes or charges to cover 
•the ra ge costs) may be necessary.

The ii mediate challenge to such a reorientation of rural
strategy will bo that "special cases” for largo productive units 
or use of capital intensive technology exist. The "special casco" 
argued in any country will include all, existing large landholdings 
and mechanised schemes - thus tobacco and maiso will bo cited in
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Zambia "but not in Tensr.nin* It is unrealistic to deny that for
some portions of some rural production processes there are economies
of scale end critical minimum levels of technology* The need is
to identify these in such a way that they can he isolated <=*
allowing labour intensives small scale activities to dominate
other stages of the production process - or substituted for by new
technology* Cn balance the evidence is that,given adequate small
farmer access to credit, knowledge and processing,plantation
production is usually inefficient in respect of coot per unit,
output per hectare (at least where land is scarce), and share of
worker income in total cost* Its technical superiority usually
turns on processing, on marketing or on quality control each of
which can be provided for small farmer or communal producers
at comparable cost if priority is given to identifying ways
and means * The same is true in many cases of rural water supply /provision ~ total costs of labour intensive approaches centered on 
«?sllsv springs, pipes are lower and cash and import costs much 
lower but machine drilled boreholes minimise organisational 
problems, reduce risks of delay, and; more in accord with normal 
professional and technical standards, and require less research 
end development of new simple construction or organisation 
techniques*

Tor example the Sudan has ample fertile land much of it 
requiring large scale irrigation or drainage projects* It has 
access to funds for agricultural development and to markets for 
sugar and grain if rapid achievement of surpluses over domestic 
needs can be achieved* To reject expansion of modem agriculture 
would not be to further basic needs oriented development* that 
is needed in addition to initial irrigation, drainage, processing 
end production expansion is throofolds
(a) attention to maximising the role of small or genuinely 

co-operative units in agricultural production even when 
processing must be centralised;

(l) avoiding the creation of a narrow high income rural stratum 
charp.otcrloed by favoured access to land righto or salaried 
posts;



(c) ensuring that tho export esrninga cad productive surpluses 
of the largo scale agricultural cad agro-industrial ventures 
aro largely mobilised "by the state and directed to mooting 
"basic needs including financing public services and invest
ment in the tropical and arid rural areas which will not 
benefit directly from the initial largo scale, modem 
agricultural programmes*

ffhejfrgban Sector
Urban strategy 13 more complex both because, initial redistribu

tion. is less simple and because the genuine cases for large scale 
capital intensive high technology units are more numerous*
However* the cases in which more labour intensive methods are 
unlikely to have positive impact on total productive employment 
and on availability of basic goods and services ere concentrated 
in certain branches of manufacturing and transport* Construction, 
publio services and some branches of manufacturing ~ e.g. garments, 
furniture - era clearly as much candidates for detailed study on 
how to increase labour productivity end employment while holding 
constant or reducing costs as is staple food agriculture*
It is neither accidental nor atypical that the S?ansanian informal 
construction sector,building cn a plot whose service infrastructure 
cost has been perhaps £50 (rough survey, track to adjacent road, 
nearby rater point) under tha supervision of the home owner to be , 
can produoo a decent six to seven room improved traditional house 
for $700 whereas a reasonably efficient housing corporation5s 
minimum cost for much smaller estate houses comes to over £1,500 
for the house and another $750 for sits preparation and infrastructux-

1'he most productive approach is likely* to be one beginning 
by identifying*
(a) reasonable productivity, labour intensive, medium to 

small scale urban activities;
(b) areas in which tho advantage of large or capital 

intensive units relates to comrnnicat iens, marketing 
or forward planning capacity rather than superiority
in actual production of goods or performance of services;

34.
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(c) potential for integration of labour intensive, small 
scale units into production processes other stages of 
which may require larger productive units, more complex 
technology and/or moro highly trained personnel.
In the first type positive provision of better access to 

inputs, credit, knowledge end marketing facilities may or may 
not be critical. Selective use of controls is likely to 
be appropriate to limit large scale enterprise entry into these 
areas of activity even if the large scale units are public sector =• 
e.g. in one African state a large scale public sector salt producer 
sought removal of import duties to allow it to import dumped salt 
to bankrupt local small scale, low cost costal producers in the 
short run end substitute high cost salt from it3 capital intensive 
interior plant in subsequent periods.

The second type of activity requires positive promotion 
through provision of complementary commercial, financial and 
professional services, not simply bans on large scale competition 
or market price rigging. The latter do not eliminate the genuine 
cost and efficiency problems and therefore penalise consumers 
unnecessarily. Evidently preferential government purchasing is 
one form cf marketing institution but broader wholesale purchase 
and sale channels *» public sector, co-operative or private — are 
likely to be needed. Working capital availability may be provided 
via the marketing channels or require special programmes; a variety 
of professional services including accounting, product design, 
market surveys may be appropriate depending on the facts of 
individual cases. Facilities for leasing appropriate premises and 
equipment may be valuable if they avoid the standard error of small 
scale industrial estates of providing facilities in excess of the 
requirements of and too C03tly for projected users.

There is no a„nriqri case against some subsidy to services 
of the type outlined. There is a positive case for subsidising
training programmes for small unit personnel said for meeting 
start--up costs of complementary commercial and service ventures 
during the early stages of a programme. However, there is no cane



for continued cuboldy of tho commercial end professional scrvico r.vt 
if tlieir email ccalo clients c m  pay full costs while st3.ll 
maintaining adequate productivity end surplus flows* Certainly 
cone fees should to charged c.o a test on which cervices aro seen 
ea worth purchasingo

Sho third area requires a combination of controls end 
supporting Inputs. In the case of many products « e.g. bicycles - 
a majority of components aro suitable for small scale, labour 
intensive fabrication but certain components, final assembly end 
testing as wall as design end marketing are better organised on a 
larger scale with direct control over technology and skilled 
personnel. Complex subcontracting relationships of this typs 
charactor is e d the Japanese economy during its early industrial 
development end are common in China today. Sihoy aro much less 
typical of a majority of developing countries. Shis relates in 
part to the importation of complete ,}up to date” technology 
packages from industrial economies; in part to ETC interest in 
concentrating production in its own units not dispersing it among 
independent subcontractors end in part to the low level of 
relevant technical end organisational skills of the informal 
sector in many developing countries. She three barriers must bo 
tackled jointly by identifying potential areas for subcontracting, 
requiring large entorprisos to implement them (whether by regulation 
incentive payments or fiscal pcnalit3.es or a combination of all 
three), end providing (or requiring large firms to provide) training 
end technical service programmes to tho small scale subcontractors.

3?ha Polo of j^ooooroh 7)w c l opt*'n t
„ Continued advnaoo in mtnaLmising tho share • of productivity 

gains flowing from and accruing to unskilled and soai chilled 
labour and thereby contributing directly to mastmicing employer nt 
growth and enhancement of low income group earning opportunities 
will depend ca research and development ortending fcoycaid adaptabl e . 
to innovation and including effective oxchmgo or ir.forration

ts
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among,, end co-ordination of efforts by, poor countries. Such 
research must "be selective "both in identifying products - e.g. 
low cost agricultural implements - for which labour intansivo, 
decentralised production and maintenance capacity is critical and 
in concentrating on ro?cas in which breakthroughs are likely e.g. 
small scale water raising methods not petrochemical feedstock 
production.

Research and development must he reoriented if it is to 
serve a hasic needs strategy. To he of real benefit to small 
rural and urban producers it must draw on their experience not 
only to identify problems hut to secure ideas, examples and 
starting points for ways to overcome them. The huge gap 
between the research specialist and the shop floor, worker, 
artisan, peasant or small scale entrepreneur must ho narrowed 
on the problem identification and solution as wall as on the 
knowledge diffusion end training side.

This is not an argument against hasic as opposed to adaptive 
research. Tropical medicine and tropical (and especially 
ax id tropical) area staple food agriculture are areas within 
which hasic as well as applied research is needed. The $15 
million spent on hasic research and testing of the so-called 
,rCrreem Revolution" seeds has led to significant increase in 
food production even if its inadequate integration into other 
areas of applied technical end social research has contributed 
to limiting its potential benefits in providing effective access 
to food to the very poor and resulted in the new seeds and tech
niques sometimes worsening income distribution and reducing produc
tive employment o  The main dangers arc misallocaticns to research 
unlikely to lead to results relevant to meeting hasic needs 
or duplicating existing knowledge and failure to creato an 
integration of research with application and with over-all 
implementation of economic and social policies.

■ An extension system hacked by functional training is no
less critical to urban oriented applied research and development 
vl. a to agricultural and rural* What is extended can rarely 
he knowledge mlcnc-training, access to credit - supplies - 2 ..rkots*
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professional cervices ere clco needed in noat cocos. Equally 
tho maturo civ lli3 carviec3 Esioi vary with tho nature of tiio 
uocr “ the improved agricultural irplomsnt workshop
in a villrgo, in urh;:;t informal sector tuilciing wishing to 
cr.a3.G7 l-provod traditional methods end materials, a 
small lorry repair garage end a twenty fivo employee foundry 
have different needs because of thoir sico cad location c*s 
woll as their product and zmsrkot*

Tor the extension s or vie© to be effective rcguiroo 
on© or nor© snail industry development organisations with 
decentralised operating centres* fheso must bavo basic 
kaomlc&g© cad service provision capacity end the ability to 
secure additional knowledge end to co-ordinate with other "bodioe 
on behalf of thdr clients when needed* Tha development orgsaisa 
ticna ray or ray not carry out research themsolvea "bat they 
do need to be closely linked to tho research institutions 
if cither i3 to function effectively*

Habitat end Hexsing Aitarnativoa— . —  ----   :..i

in area which io critical to basic need fulfilment end can 
often, be crucial to raising productivity of the working poor 
and total numbers productively employed is tint of housing end 
habitat. Housing, cater supply end environmental sanitation 
ere critical to people ffs well-being end make up a very signifi
cant proportion of total infrastructure capital* 2o provide 
minima acceptable standards using modo:m technology and 
organisation would cost about Cl , 500 par rural end over 
£5*000 per urban family in capital and perhaps 8300 end 81,000 
in recurrent costs* Quite clearly, those costs raise almost 
insurmountable barriers to meeting basic nccus fully by 2000 
in most underdeveloped countries so that rays of reducing 
them m a t  have priority attention*

Kaln urban water supply syotdms probably offer tho leas
i / W  U U - J ,  •*. V . V  . L n U W V v i e A Q U  C U L  -U. U X i G  & - < - W. W J U U . , / ,  . C . V J L U

phases could use more labour m d  less equipment roro cspare.o:*
I :c: ;. •. □ not eo consistently started years to decades ef t
tho need for them was foreseen end mot no regularly financed
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import content only tied foreign loans» Residential area 
distribution systems offer greater potential* Labour-intensive 
pipelaying, communal water tap3 at - say - quarter kilometre 
intervals and - in some eases - neighbourhood Trashing end 
toilet facilities both can use moro labour and have under 
a tenth the total cost of piped connections to and plumbing in 
individual houses. Tho disposal or sanitation issue is critical - 
large scale waterborne sewage systems are so expensive as to make 
study of alternative hygionically effective systems (several 
are known and work in some parts of the world) a priority area, 
of intensive research and design work. Systems requiring 
periodic emptying may be perfectly compatible with producing 
mote in a form suitable for transport to adjacent agricultural 
areas end use to supplement chemic'al fertilisers - thus offsetting 
much of the operating cost of the system and relaxing en import 
constraint on enhancing labour productivity in agriculture.

Evidently the absolute else of a city does limit the possible 
applications of more labour intensive, lower cost methods*
However, thi3 limitation can be over-emphasised. Single, 
centralised service provision is rarely practiced in metropolitan 
areas even in rich countries. The cost of better public transport 
will often be much lower than that of using modern high rise 
construction. Further, there is a case for limiting the sise 
and Increasing the number of urban centres. Beyond some siso 
diseconomies of scale - especially on the housing and public 
servicoo cost fronts - rise very rapidly. Furthermore 
effective and mutually:- beneficial integration with surrounding 
small centres and rural areas becomos increasingly more 
difficult as does that botuecn the urban largo scale end informal 
sectors. One ci’ca in which decentralisation will often be 
called for under basic needs oriented strategics io precisely 
that of urbanisation.
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Mxe some eonoideraticns cpply erca nor© otrcngly to rural 
water capgly cad eavlrcnncntal sanitation* Eecauco of tho 
smaller volume of orator required 3a cay cno cues tho opportunities 
for lac our intensive ~ e.g. cprirg proteatica, cmotl, tube roll, 
sirglo roll, rnr’n cupply oyster.: i rro cheater cad hoeauso of 
Short~r distances the pob.'intial for ccnbindng efficient 
sanitation systems with organic fertiliser supply is Greater*

Both sito preparation end housing construction - S3 noted . 
earlier- era aerially much loss expensive when carried out by snail'' 
ecalo labour intensive methods • One evident reason is that 
the future occupier's supervision of ecnstructicn ia moro 
effective end intensive than that possible by medium end largo 
scale firms' olto foremen end managora but has no cash cost*
Eho prerequisites for orpendod use of this approach to 
construction appear to he fcurlol&s repeal of building standard 
codGS v;hich forbid it; provision of low cost access to sites 
simply pegged cut end ia areas, with simple roads, nearby public 
transport facilities, end water supply but no additional sito 
work or infrastructure; development of credit schemes (e.g. 
locu3 via employment unit based savings end credit societies which 
are jointly responsible for lean disbursement end use end secure 
repayment from deductions from wages or sales made by the trage 
payer or buyer) capable of providing £500 to 02,000 medium term, 
medium interest loans at lo*o overhead coots with moderate default 
rates? end improvement of low coat public transport.

fhla approach should raiso informal sector employment end tho 
average srnual productivity of snail scale building workers while 
reducing housing costs. Its direct Impact will be multiplied 
boncvuss moot of tho additional labour incoms will bo directed to 
basic goo..'.a end ia particular food* Implementation may somatic: e 
though by no me m s  always - require research cn improved tradi
tional housing to coeuro adaptations needed for permanent ttrh:n 
use end/cr training cf building craftsmen* It will often rcr.airo



urban land right and tenure reform to prevent totally unearned 
private gains and to avoid lend ,}costsB keeping decent 
housing outside tho urban workers8 purchase range* Tho approach 
is applicable to self help end co-operative building schemas 
but io by no means limited to them; the individual horns ovnor 
dealing with tho small scale builder would probably be central 
in most countries.

Rural housing improvement potential parallels low cost urban 
' but ~ given tho much larger rural populations in most developing 
countries - on a larger scale. Cash costa may be lower in that 
cither Joint communal construction for successive families - 
whether within a formal cooperative, a traditional mutual

\

self“help or an exchange of labour framework - should often » 
provide the unskilled labour while many of the materials can be 
collected by the future occupier. Finance for certain components^
e.g. doors, frames, poles, roofing sheet in rural African areas *» 
and for a limited amount of skilled labour will usually be needed. 
Again loans through co-operatives => recovered from crop sales 

the rural context *» seem the vost promising route to 
combining low administrative costs and reasonable recovery rates. 
The need for research and design work on improved traditional 
methods and materials end for training of craftsmen will vary - 
rural areas are quite diverse in their present capabilities 
in these fields. In this sector the direct Job creation 
impact is likely to bo secondary to allowing farmers to raise 
their annual productivity end ability to satisfy basic needs 
by util is ting agricultural ”£ca& season” time in construction.

In rural areas, though loss so in urban, the soma approach
can be applied, to primary end adult education, basic health, 
and agricultural storage facilities0 In tho last case research
and design work related to small scale, low cost, labour intensive 
structures for safe storage is critical. In some countries up 
to 25 per cent of -basic foodstuff production Is lost because form 
end village level storage is not moisture, water, rodent or insect 
proof. Control storage involves very high capital and transport



cc.'jvjo Eha Ic.plenl axurcnch to increasing effective productivity 
of v. a--lcyrcat card of availability of feed in tliooo cases lies An 
dov.l ™ improved store30 facilities end v <.-• Cl* 0 built frcn 
end :*.,j.vc-vie.3 ca tho tact traditional methods end mtorinls 
of e given reeel croa cr c ccngcnoblo era thioh lias CGliiovod 
moro effective storage techaiquco.

Bineat i n  for rnetiuffBa.sio HoodsC-»̂ .-... ,. ■ . ~  z.̂ rc'.-.-^r r ^rKi -.-- - r.--—  rr. ̂ frac- v i ^ . „:t ■ — u a

Clio educational implications of a not? dovelopmcnt strategy 
relate to all thee a main functions of oducetiwis integrating the 
ctn&cnt into society end into a relationship with its goals? 
building a capacity to leoxa, solely so end apply? traasmitting 
opocifie haouledg® end ohAlio. It io evident that tho 
traditional dovaloplng country educational system does all of 
thooo rather badly. It io largely focussed cm a continuous 
education process loading through the tertiary level. Although 
vory feu students will over couplet0 this process, the knowledge 
tremsmittod, tho coat out in which learning end analysis ere 
presented, end tli® values end goals embodied in tho system at all 
levels era really aimed at the prospective university gre&oafa 
not at the majority rJho complete cnly the primary or secondary 
phases.

Tho depth of the malstructuring is such that curriculum
reform io not adequate eueont go part of a hrcador roeonstri’Qbica»
Tho (hallcnca is not that reading5uritiag end cozputlag ore 
irrelevant to raising rural productivity, building decontrolised 
participatory rural structures or to convoying understanding
of rad eorrritrant to mass need oriented, ca;nl:Ltarieru develop:.ur,it. 
On the ccntrary they are critical? the present problem A3
partly leu badly end to hen few students they are taught end 
partly that the crieatcitica of tho educational system both 
interr ally cub cctosncslly is Merer chAchal, incgalitaricsn end 
urban clito crrhutod.

42.
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The structural changes needed will vary from country to 
country depending "both on present systems and levels of 
literacy. In the caeca in which half or mors of the adult 
population is illiterate,, one priority is to give mass adult 
education « relevant in aims end outlook &3 well as specific 
skills - co-priority with primary pupil education. More generally 
any educational programme - primary, secondary, tertiary, 
mass adult, vocational - should he structured so as to ho complete 
end of value in itself, not primarily oriented to preparation 
for subsequent courses.

Shio approach carries the 5.mpiication that education should 
involve a greater variety of programmes (in length and in ocntcnt), 
he less rigidly structural, and include more part time programmes.
It further suggests that the opportunity for educational 
experience including work periods after some educational programme 
attendonee followed by either further full-time or part-time 
education should be increased. In fact these approaches are
increasingly accepted as educationally and socially valid in a 
wide range of countries including the USA, Scandinavia, Cuba, 
Tanzania and China. In this respect many underdeveloped 
country0s educational technology is not only a doubtfully appropri
ate import but also one now in the process of scrapping os 
absolutely inefficient in the countries of its original 
manufacture.

Emphasis cn increased productive employment docs require 
additional cmphals on primary, mass adult and introductory end 
intermediate applied skill, education. A basic need oriented 
strategy io almost certain to give rise to much higher demand for
pnva-proio soiozxal (e.g. improved traditional construction skilled 
workmen, part-time adult education leaders, simple vator and 
irrigation construction and maintenance personnel) end for upgrading 
both peasant and shop floor worker skills as well as for 
traditionally defined middle level manpower. Whether tho absolutes



er a.:• a sis a  tertiary end professional education will neod to 1*3 
rei j-ccO. rill vary frou country to country cud occupation to 
oscnpatlca. 3?or crarplo a combination of tmcszployed carta 
Chi .■:3 r~.d trnaaalificd secondary eckoc?. teachers ray on-neat 
a need to alter salary end rags otructurca Cyerkcys kcth dc*. v ard 
fcr cradnatcD end upward for secondary school pcsta) s rostrnehuro 
university arts prograiaaos and crcato siscna for GGOcadsry school 
tcacliere to return to tho educational eystea to acauiiro additional 
rolovsat knonlodgQ rathor than a cutting of university enrolment. 
Similarly a shortage of doctors nay require nora uoa of para« 
radical porecnnol, nor© ?gspcnsihliitios in the heads of nursos, 
freeing doctors from tho residential housekeeping end purely 
adniniatrativo aspects of their institutions* cad chocking tho 
drain of eitissn doctors to rich countrios rather than a doubling 
of nodical school enrolnent or of doctors* calorics.

Per0 OnaorsM o rad Hatioyaljfoeds ..Oriented< Stratsglen
largo scale foreign control of production - including hut not

necessarily limited to fhO iavcctr.ont and rnnegemcnt - poses a
eories of challenges to national strategics* In its present
form it ia largely inconsistent uith either rapid groirth of
productive employment or concentration c;i meeting l-nsic

,■* '

needs* Eho d o  ice in the context of the national strategy 
outlined is hotnsca achieving a new pattern of relationships 
vritli foreign investors and nanagoro v;hieh corves devolopncnt 
or systematically reducing tho seope of foreign control over 
dors otic production o

Elio critical problems relate to tho pattern of goods prcCneefi* 
the tGoinolcyT used* the joint packaging of different olomaata 
of hard 1 id cctt technology EsaegOKsat and oanorship9 domestic 
t e e m  distribution effects* end the total coat cf tkeforoi;. 
tamalefgo, perofcmel end capital. Sons arc ccov.cn to groat, h 
ra: irlcaticn cad to bade need meeting dovclcpsmt strategics
I'ln p"» *> — I VA f -T'AO-flA ’'•'A'V'rt OiASV;A ■iMftf-in-tf-y-.n"! a'i r---> rS i'***'• *»»-«•■•*— «*» w  *-  - V  »  v « .  v  v «  V  \# V  bv v »  v *  W  V  U  V  V««kAiri*a(>>. V.

in the latter contort.
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ETC°*» produces goods which. Increase their global profits., 
Therefore to soma extent their emphasis on high technology con” 
cumer durables is a response to patterns of income distribution 
and altered effective demand patterns would result in their 
shifting production, toward basic goo&3 end services. However, 
the problem, of production patterns is less simple than that 
for three reasons. First the structures of production and 
technology themselves influence income distribution and effective 
domand. Second» the use of soft technology in communications
and marketing to cell a THC product which i$&ore costly ocd 
inherently no better at mooting basic needs then a local product 
is common e.g. soaps, detergents, soft drinks, synthetic fabrics. 
Third, TITĈ s are not disposed - "by the procedural limitations 
of large units as well as by thoir global rather than territorial 
surplus rofercnce standard - to produce radically different product' 
in different countries especially as both tho hard and soft 
technology they possess and market is fairly uniformly oriented 
to high incoms, labour short, high income economies. Production 
pattern shifts will require - at the minimum - specific licensing 
and fiscal controls because in their absence eren a changed 
income distribution will not overcome the combined forces of 
inertia, global standardisation end domestic demand manipulation.

The relevance cf ETC technology - both hard (machines, 
processes) and soft (data collection end transmission, purchasing 
end marketing, organisational management, financial mobilisation, 
communications) ~ to a productive employment and basic need 
oriented strategy is highly uneven. Much of it is clearly 
irrelevant or counterproductive because its built-in assumptions 
on labour availability, income distribution, seals, participation, 
transport end communication are not applicable to poor countries 
or, if applied, create limitod high growth sectors together 
with a widening gap between basic human needs end goods end 
cervices actually producod. Other elements need to bo 
separated out and adapted into new system incorporating locally 
designed elements.



22io problems oro ha-itcally cnos of easeascent, eclocticn t M  
rgdificatieii* 3Ehoo3 er act to taelclcd without a cclcotivo 
buildup of national oapacity in research end development, design, 
consultoy end training* \7ithin cuch a framework oitfccr 
limited “ o*g* TJCali, China ~ or breeder - o«g<> d'apeu - 
acquisition of imported technology for iueorpcemrTricn Into a 
national framomorh io possible; without it tho irameworh ia 
imported d o n g  with tho individual pieces of tochaolosy#

A major difficulty in cay selective approach to acquiring 
fenomlcdgo through £170*0 - or indeed through rest technical 
assistance end aid agencies - io their preference for selling 
standard pac^sages of hard end soft technology, operating 
SEXg&gams&t cud financial mobilisation. Ehis type of pachas© 
limits affect acquisition of control over imported 3mot?ledgo 
end over productive units, raises costs, end limits tho 
possibility for domestic adaptation end transformation • Any
strategy soehisg to utilise - aa opposed to "being utilised "by - 
£70 (or other foreign agency) knowledge mist include unpackuglag 
trad specific negotiations cn tho items to "be imported, the period 
end phased termination of foreign involvement and tho costs of the 
individual items purchased* Kilo la sot ~ as eocialist 
teepssa, Algerian, Komican, ln.dean Pact, and other laderdeveloped- 
cotmeey erporicnee demonstrates - cei impossible approach.
If no total package sal© optica is open, (ETC's and other sellers 
will norm lly negotiate more limited transactions«

Sfeio dcmasti© income distribution of facts of 5270*3 turn 
partly o  thois? product end bard technology pattorns, partly cn 
-their ncn-torritoridl orientation, end partly on soft technology 
oheiccs, fmcgo ccalo, capital intensive prot.notion does tend 
to ror.ult in relatively small cad relatively high mage ej-splcgn: :.\f. 
A cloT-alp corporate group perspective plus foreign ra3iogoata.it dee:'; 
tend to raniivdsc efforts to build up local input suppliers cad
Guteeatraotors - especially if tho foreign ratarnatives create
surpluses for other (ETO group producing or trading units*
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From many THC's pointo of view relatively high wage and salary 
policies are profitable - especially when wages and salaries 
are a low proportion of total cost3 - because they allow 
selection of personnel and build a loyalty of employees 
to the group which cuts across national and class lines.

None of these income distribution effects is consistent
V. • • with the national strategies outlined in this chapter; they 

increase inequality* reduce local linkages end therefore 
productive employment growth end create new elite and pseudo=°elite 
strata committed tc unequal growth not meeting basic needs0 
Because they flow from actions central to EETC surplus maximisation 
they are not easy to control «=> a handful of regulations, 
discussions or statements of latent will not serve.
Control over selection of products will have some impact and a 
strict incomes policy (with salary and fringe benefit ceilings 
as well as wage floors) rather more. local content rules end 
providing access to knowledge end finance for local subcontract- 
ore-can expand linkage effects. However, it is rather doubtful 
whether a stable solution can be found so long as surplus from 
ownership and operation of domestic productive assets (as opposed 
to sale of knowledge end products to and purchases of supplios 

'/from them) are central to a ETC's operations in respect of a 
developing country. Even if a series of knowledge purchase, 
input supply end output sale contracts gave the ETC the same 
surplus as direct ownership they might well be distinctly 
preferable because they allowed removal of internal distortions 
in respect of income distribution, linkages end structure of 
management.

She total costs of ETC links need to be evaluated case by case 
to determine whether they are acceptable in term3 of benefits 
acquired ana whether lower cost routes to acquiring tho benefits 
exist or can be built up. Random provision of tax incentives, 
subsidies and infrastructure may very well result in a national 
loss, even in simple constant price CTP terms, consistent with 
a ETC gain end a productive unit profit. Transfer price 
surpluses and technology payments - which often vastly exccer



pref.h' s on cmratins assets £a fioTslcpisg countries ■=> go detailed 
S;i / •'■... ?. f ' r. j cccrotoricsS studies - oast bo token into 
aocemt not si rly to aoeeos th© tolr.uco of galas and costa but 
to c j c lostica of priority crcaa fc-r e©curias changes whether 

- : 1 0 3 altaraatlvo inatituticnal fcruotures.
TThcro «• rr. appears to to tho case in rr.ry Singapore, South Korea 
end Ec::;; Song erport oriented Eaaufaoturfn^ units - tba £50 °s 
comparative advantage lies not in production tat in parchase 
of inputs end sal© of outputs , then porjaittias Growth of £50 
OTmerakip of local productive enterprises is likely to he much 
mere crpcnsivo than tho creation (or purohaso) of donastioally 
oraed (public or privet0) iiaport-esport firms 0

Whnt coats cro acceptable end what benefits or© achievable con 
cnly he decided c-n cn individual transaction V.asi3 evaluated 
within. a national political and economic strategy framouorko 
2h© weaker a country8a knowledge end technology base tho mors
trc.raasticn.3 it cry evoJLuats cs acceptable, Qtg* Isnssaia 
V3 Algeria.’ 2ke greater tho relative importance of export 
Earkot3 tho aider the range in which 250 technology is likely 
to ho relavmrfe and th® greater the price which it is lilsoly 
to ‘be i'eeoeaary to pay to got it, G»g. Singapore vs Hosicoo 
2h3 greater the comait'cnnt to public ownership of directly 
productive enterprise rad the hroador the domestic market the less 
pnrclacos will he politically or economically acceptable e.g,
China vs KgTpto TTh.at In m i  form is the need to develop 
naticr..-zl franeworko for evaluating total costs end benefits, 
means for doterrining their approximate magnitudes ia respect 
of tr: osier prices as r;oll as domestic unit transactions, and 
» cyst:a for periodic individual ease calculations end doelsiens 
re to v ' r r f  t; r.v: :.vnticn, rmegotiatich, cr orntmmt:' ■
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YXo Technico-Polit.ical Issues
The effective operation of a productive employment oriented 

strategy required coherence,, Tho individual elements in the 
strategy must be evaluated in terms of their interaction and 
overall impact not simply as isolated items, A purely piece
meal approach is likely to be marked by inconsistency, inefficiency 
and cross cancelling,, For examples, raiding the income of the 
urban informal sector by subsidised ;)ob creation id likely both 
to reduce funding for basic services and - in the absence of an 
effective rural productive employment generation strategy - to 
cause an absolute increase in urban unemployment and in employment 
with productivity less than basic needs by encouraging rural-urban 
migration.

The meaning of many individual measures cannot be evaluated 
outside a package and a specific country context. An evident 
example is wage control which can be used as part of an income 
equalisation and employment growth stimulation strategy, a compo
nent in a price stabilisation policy not primarily directed at 
employment or output or as a means to enhancing salary and profit 
levels. Similarly a basic goods prico control system operated 
on the basis of controlling surplus margins with both ceilings 
and floors on these margins cannot be interpreted without knowledge 
of the sise of the gross and net margins allowed and the basic 
pattern of productive unit ownership, Fior in such a case can 
wider margins on amenity and luxury products be evaluated as 
positive unices these ©re effectively related to cross-ouboidiDing 
subnormal margins on more essential products and investment 
incentives or controls offset the pricing mechanism's tendency to 
bias investment toward precisely those lines of production deemed 
loos essential.

Ho set list of ingredients for all national employment 
strategics exists or can exist. The list of measures useful
in one or mere contexts is long, leading to a temptation to view 
ih.n as analogous to a shopping list or a omorgasbrod. Thin 
approach is v, likely to produce rational combinations of mcr. v w;s„ 
a coherent strategy or an adequate overall impact. Further it is 
unlikely to be efficient.
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D . e o y  "", u of cc-urs© to defined Ira terE3 of objectives
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. best of nesting bsaic needs through cr:::^’;: productive 
con?..-:;..' \t, an crernDica. of grain Gutput through nechsair;o;fcic:a 
by x .!■■: hvoly wnlthy fetors io lilroly to to inefficient bcceruoo' 
it xmlsoa iaeni'Slity end reduces productive c gxloynent directly 
cad diverts scarce resources fren approaches which would build 
up poorer formers® production capacity. It is likely that 
alternative means to enhancing basic food production with mere 
fovovnaole employment end distribution effects ccn bo identified 
and Implemented. If, however, tho feooie employment effects of 
additional eeasnt production will bo in quarrying, in crall 
cede rural works end in inprovad low incon© bousing construction, 
end if the lowest combined coot of mnnuf sotuning and distribution 
cf tho cement involves a largo central producing facility, then 
it is lively to be efficient to use a largo, capital-intensive 
plant because no viable labour-intensive technology for large 
cement plants crisis.

Sac challenge to efficiency as a criterion for judging need
orientcQ development arises partly i’ren a confusion in tsEainolcgy,
partly iron quits inadequate measures of efficiency in thJ.3
content and partly because efficiency in respect of different
cr.b-c-hls io unlii:oly to bo identical. Efficiency is not
properly equated to discounted interne! rater cf return oneout
in the er.es of indivitesl production unit calculations nor to
Giccounted additions to Gh? unless one “a centre! aim io to
ncwiniso elTP growth. Coot benefit analysis is meaningful only
to tho orient that it evaluates tho costs end benefits relevant
to its users and places weights on them which arc cppros&aatcly
correct in torn cf his goals and preferences.

)Lie measurement problem is more serious, but hardly a nee; 
crio to decision tabors. Its solution doca not lie in elaborate
r ^ f *  ") •c I f k f A p y  "fx ■*■•*“ *7“ r.»^ cs'i Yf r ^  J[ n  n  <s r  »• •* --v
4v •>* v*.. • - \ •«...> V  L- « 1 A  u  t  -... * w-J-XO i , i a  - . 0  * J

c;; . -.yi. 1 values few o n  lity, c . \b , :. V.v.;i© ecrvico
C '• o o' o'her directly or in terms ef rargin"! cost cut off s..
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All decisions after all - even when related to maximising future 
profits - ultimately include estimations and approximations 
subject to both uncertainty and lack of precision,, Consistency 
and opcrationolity, ecgo rural water provision to be carried out 
subject to a constraint, possibly varying with district hydro- 
Xogical and population density characteristics, of capital 
coots not exceeding 8X per family served, and recurrent not 
exceeding £T per family per year, can be achieved without elabo
rate welfare calculations or unattai;nably procise data0 
Evidently the more valuations can be Incorporated into the 
price system the greater the ease of decentralisation, the fewer 
the cases requiring detailed ad hoc estimation and the more care 
can be devoted to benefit value estimation in those cases which 
no pricing mechanism can be an adequate test, either because the 
product is appropriately provided as a communal service not 
appropriately directly charged to the user (eogo education, 
health, under cone conditions pure water)or because the indirect 
effects of use are both large and not accruing to the user (eog0 
some types of seed and of contagious crop disease control 
chemicals) „ If every routine pro ject or policy must be worked 
out on shadow prices, none will be evaluated well, whereas if 
prices ere adjusted to approximate costs and benefits they can 
be used for routine decisions allowing more careful shadow 
pricing in respect of key choices„

ffiio problem of multiple goals ia hardly novel <. She main 
subgocls in a basic need orJ entcd strategy ares
(a) increasing productive employment both by increasing 

numbers employed and augmenting the productivity and 
remuneration of the working poor?

(b) improved income distribution?
(c) increasing production of basic goods and services and of 

intermediate, capital and infrastructure goods and services
supporting basic goods, and services production and 
distribution?

(d) generating adequate surpluses and surplus allocation 
patterns to continue expansion of employment and basic 
goods and services production in subsequent time periods,.
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T.;' no c.: •"©q’oct ore policy will fco equally officiant
for ell fan? g/arposcs. Ter erwrplo, urban, food cwbsidloo trorJ.fi
f.r: m t  t’.vi c ffnotivo reirrnoration of iho urban working poor 
but : of (' j.lcoo they wsr© in effect subsidies to c~,gloycr3 which 
lc . .:•; fi v p r o d u c t i v o  cmploycont. they would woroca tro'tan 
rural lisaoo distribution end- at beat - do nothing to iacrcooo 
food production. Taken alone, they would either refine© funds 
for the present provioion of basic ■ corsransl service3 or aurplucea 
for future ©sponsion of production.

5?f« options are open in cc.sea of divergent efficiencies for 
difficult goals. Eha first io to introduce a cot of measures 
whoso overall impact is positive for all targets, even if this 
• is not true whe-n any one meiamira is treated, .individually. In 
the ceao cited introduction of progressive tax t-caoures (e.g. 
on ir.ooro or amenity corsurptitm) at a level adequate to fineac© 
the food subsidies and to provide improved small f corner access 
to laud and csnpleneuisry inputs night to a stop toward such a 
package. She second is to seek iiub3titut©3 for measures which are 
extraordinarily inefficient in respect of oro cr roro objectives. 
For eno:nplo9 a combination of th© fiscal end rural measures cited 
with finane© for urban inproved traditional housing Right well 
havo considerably moro pooitivo production and cnploi^cat effects 
and Is alnoot equally effective in improving urban low ir.se>?.© 
groups access to purchasing power with which to buy food.

these problems end their colnticno cro0 it needs to ha 
emphasised, not unique to czplopmnnt and basic oriented needs 
oriented strategies. They eriso in all public policy decisions 
rrl in ir: ' 7 productive unit ones, whatever the specific decisions, 
options, or goals.

All of thoao qualifications acko estimates of efficiency 
end choices -.based cn it loco precise an.fi r.oro difficult0 not 
less important, fho prioo of inefficiency is loco productive



employment, lower present availability of basic goods and 
cervices mid/or lower growth in thoir availability. To put 
tho coat of inefficiency in terns of more chronically hungry 
or ill!terato persons* lower lifo expectancies and less oppor
tunities to earn one’s basic needs chould lead to a higher* nor 
a louerp priority on efficiency than when tho costs are put 
in the less concrete terras of lower G-HP growth.
Political Aspects of Basic Heeds Strategies

A major weakness in raany fonaulationo of national employ
ment* income distribution and basic needs provision strategies 
is to abstract from political economic reality by writing as if 
one could assume an autonomous state seeking to pursue a 
generalised national .Interest as formulated by its technocrats* 
and not subject to external constraints on its domestic* social* 
political and economic actions. At best such an approach can 
outline the institutional and technical means for a strategy* 
the level end distribution of its costa cad benefits* end 
alternative technically practicable sequences and combinations 
of measures. Left at that point a strategy is not implement able 
because it does not take into account tho numbers* organisation* 
economic capacity* access to state power and external links of 
the interest groups* classes* strata* sectors and regions which 
would benefit or lose from the proposed alterations in economic - 
end inevitably social and political - oirueturoo.

Socio-political,even noro than economic analysis must at 
the operational level be specific as to country end tine.
However, certain general points relevant to productive employment 
and basic needs oriented strategics political implications can 
bo made. First In most developing countries a clear majority 
of the population \;ould bo (are in tho cases in which such 
strategics are followed with reasonable efficiency) beneficiaries 
from need oriented strategics as contrasted with riirdLsiioing G.dP 
growth at tho price of substantial and growing inequality end 
external dependence. However* these majorities arc usually not 
c .'ganiced in ouch a way as to bo able to exert sustained pressure 
on either officials or politicians.
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Second, profiuctiro erplopr/'ni end basic nccdo oriented
d 'topics r :a “d entail (or have entailed) severs coots for a
1c t ir:c:o r ;gcr inccns groups incliv’irg fc:;oj.r:i c;o:-.cd prcdr.o
tiro v.:dt3 vMch, uMXo cr.a.11 in racers, cro trnrlly rail
©;•:£.: nice! c t  O l o  to ossrt e-aatvsiaol prc-oaro on officials 
end politicians* However, tie inpaet ©a different strata e~.nl 
segments of these crotspo cad classes very widely fr-cia mocnz&Q 
to iucssuro cad or or time* Solidarity Ggedns t productive 
erploynont cad basic juocda oriented strategies rill depend 
on tie particular cieasarea aad sequences co\:’ght#

Ehird, because of the divergences czong interest groups 
end rithia classes, xaeny developing economy governments icy© 
a coroidorail© degree of flczlbllity eo far. as initiating
policy end strategy changes is concerned, Eieir ability to 
centime implementing the strategies, however, is closely 
related to isolating end %;eakoaing grcaps olearly lively to 
loco fron end to resist critics! measures, end to organising 
support from groups vha both benefit end percelvo thenaelve.e 
m  bcnefittirg* It will d o c  require building a national 
ideological ccnaiteent to overcome or at least neutralise tie 
opposition otlioruioe likely on ike part of technicians, skill 
workers, administrators, professional end lasr*agora, vdxoe® 
material interests - at least in the short r n  - do not lie 
v.d'Mi dlie Gganlitarianins and priority for “basic needs satis- 
faction bat uhsso coxsnitncat to national development nay, vr.d 
iv s'.'rsvcslo casrliticao, override their i mediate r/iterial 
istercnta, finch croups arc cuito unlikely to be able to 
eroreisa political lorlorohip themselves cr-l cay not, given 
a: p.:/.lined r' s euppor' re I \;ec •: isolated opposition, “bo a 
t scat to a t s: duotivo cnploynent cr.d i: ”io reefs oriented 
c' y1n c:. ntimr.cd viability. Eewevor, tleolr la:k of 
c. ■ -:V sent to it 'Jill reduce the officicr.v.cy of ir;;icncntatie:i 
r ■ ''‘./’a n y  -jg p, significant portion of nos flcrj as ",:oll a:
*L' uobi.jj tu jixg&j.j? . i? juju* i i &X2X (
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Plrmto./?
Political possibility, exogenous economic changes (whether 

in terms of trads9 weather or resource idontlfication) 9 and 
specific critical needs and resource potentials interact to 
require irnbalcncod9 ncn^Xinearj sequential national strategies.
It io roxaly possible to mount balanced assaults cn all goals 
at the same time. Institutional9 organisational end political 
as well as financial and skilled manpower constraints force 
selectivity of measures9 sequences in selection and careful 
timing of now Initiatives or emphases, The criteria for major 
emphasis at any given time aro that a targot is of critical 
importance;, its attainment or tho sotting in motion of a dynamic 
leading to its attainment is practical*!©; moans used will cither 
help resolve subsequent priority problems or9 at the loast9 
not mako thorn significantly harder to surmount, 3?or each 
crltorion political as well as economic considerations are 
critical, For example9 land reform is practicable only if 
political forces YJith more strength than those of landlords 
end their allies con be mobilised and is efficient cnly if access 
to land by rural low income groups can be paralleled by 
complementary flows of knov.’lG&ge, credit9 agricultural inputs 
and market access to sustain production In tho short term as 
well as to raise it in the medium term, or if tho resources to 
bridge a temporary fall in output can be made available,

Cno result is that while basic long run targets and means 
for reaching them can be planned well in advance 9 interim strategies 
need to retain a si/paifleant degree of flexibility •> 'fToathor 
and external sector fluctuations alone aro likely to require
come significant reordering of priorities end shifts of timing 
end emphasis, Tor example, in both Somalia and lansenia, 
drought has led to decoloration of end greater emphasis cn 
villageicaticn programmes designed to group scattorod rural 
populations end also to a greater relative emphasis on immediate 
agricultural output expansion within tho ovor~all villageisation 
pxogrnmmoso
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Kho I'/.rj fully prcl hrtnblo results of projects cad 
prog-: ■ 1: 1 to oia;‘" v casco for ra-crScsSas of priorities
end tico i:c lcu«  0 *c» if o^srtentafcioa with snare! cfnlt 
iY.. . . .  7. llhoaay end rolled chill progrcsoo yicldo a generally 
r; io, I/..; cc.: j package of rare! cntor technology is
dote.he-p:;:! l*o «!lcr g ehift from import 1 espitr! equipment 
to local labour intensive csaua of supply* then a p r i m  facie 
scsoOr citeiiv .3 relative Cephases, timing end sequences cadets 
hoeauso of the nee? leusr relative cost of nooting eos3 education 
end wato.v rmpply needs.

4.

'&!.3 c.ogd for eaceecoivo interim sequences* targets end 
priorities relates to the problem of achieving o transition 
ffccm & growth centered to a productive employment oriented 
strategy. Strategic transition io norr.:!ly attainable only 
over a period of years bocatiGo of the initial patterns of 
produoticn, Inorleego, taehaology, institutions, caaagameat
cndahshaiotratica. Ecdiotributisa of cmorsiap, inoome

\

diotrilaticn end policy aims require tins to become embodied 
in stocks and flews of goods, services end crnlcymento

The length and eomplenity of strategic transition ere 
rolated to tho nature end cntent of the in itia l rcuiotrihati;. a 
of asset omorship end control end of access to cosaplcmeatary 
resources. hia r:ero far reaching end speedy the initial shift 
the creator the strains ca the eacnonio end political ateustnreos 
at tv at ro i t  ta t  the shorter the period heilfo a fully co* 
fcsscr.t strategy balanced by a consistent orsaorchip end control 
pattern can he pat* into cperaticn.

Ira'iy trmoiticnal problems of two types ere virtnaHy 
l:ievi\ ' !e - peliaicD to limit cad even seas f a n  tree praotir he. 3 
ct v .... :.;j to prdvc .t them er© l:!ho?y to proev at strategic cl 
es welle Lho first is m  fcaiticiL rico in decani for basic 
cV;: 1 cf the inorco.se la supply. £uo greater tho epesd ee •



effectiveness of income redistribution the more rapid will 
■bo the increase in the demand for basic personal consumption 
goods and tho broader and faster the spread of mass participation 
in &cciclcn taking, tho streamer tho pressure for rapih 
extension of mass services* Shose increases in effactive 
demand aro evidence cf Initial strategic £ 3uccoas «= not 
failure « hut in tho absence of initial excess capacity 
or abnormally great potential for short term output increases 
they are likely to lead to shortages« Shortages of basic 
goods « especially when their provision has been tha basis 
of a mobilisation effort end when would-be mass purchasers 
have become able in terms of income to buy them *=> can 
be exceedingly corrosive of public support*

Equally most redistribution end/or radical institutional 
change measures will cause some interim loss of production 
or of provision of services* The nature can vary widely 
depending on tho specific class end activity patterns of a 
country « in one case tha nationalisation of upper income 
rental properties led to serious disruption of large scale 
retail trade, particularly in textiles, because the large 
retail traders were also rental property owners* Identification 
in advance of tho particular impact of transitional measures 
basod cn detailed case by case studies is critical to allow 
pre-planning of how to limit and overcome frictional output 
losses and to identify which sequences of redistribution 
tad institutional change are likely to hold those losses to 
a manageable order of magnitude*

Neither the excess demand nor tho frictional losses can
to avoided* 2o avoid the first would mean failure to increase 
the effective personal end communal demand of the poor peasants 
rad non-egricultural workers end to prevent tho latter would 
require tho absence of serious redistribution of wealth, 
ir.cono end access to public policy* Y/hat con bo done is to 
project probable growth in demand for key goods snd'services 
n d  probable Interim losses in supply with, a view to allocating
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